
Class 5 - Worksheet 
Name -                                                                          Date - 

 

Adverbs 

 

1.) Circle the adverbs and tell their kinds: 

1.) My friends thought the cricket game was ended abruptly. 

2.) The beautifully painted painting was sold for $1 million by a 
businessman. 

3.) The vase I bought is very rare and must be handled very delicately. 

4.) It was a very pleasant and delightfully fun evening I spent with my 
friends. 

5.) The teacher firmly punished the students for not doing homework. 

6.) I accidentally stepped on a squirrel and injured it. 

7.) She truthfully answered all the questions in the interview without any 
hesitation. 

8.) Quickly finish this breakfast so we can go to school. 

9.) I always likes to spend time with you. 

10.) I politely told them to keep quiet in the library. 

11.) We are extremely sad to know that our team lost the final. 

12.) He often talks about vishal when we’re together. 

 

 



2.) Form adverbs: 

1.) bad  

2.) loud  

3.) serious  

4.) quite  

5.) incredible  

6.) slight  

7.) warm  

8.) happy  

9.) quick  

10.) careful  

11.) terrible  

12.) warm  

13.) sad  

14.) bad  

15.) rapid  

16.) normal  

 

3.) Fill in the blanks with suitable adverbs: 

1.) He was walking really ________ on the bridge. (careful/carefully)  

2.) I ran ________ to the house when it started raining. (quick/quickly) 



3.) The teacher rubbed his eyes ________ after teaching for hours. 
(tired/tiredly) 

4.) He was singing ________ until the music stopped. (happy/happily) 

5.) Her handwriting is so ________ beautiful. (amazing/amazingly) 

6.) She dressed ________ for the party. (terrible/terribly)  

7.) Vikas plays the Sitar ________. (beautifully/ beautiful) 

8.) She answered all the questions very ________. (cleverly/ clever)  

9.) My mom put the clothes away very ________. (tide/ tidily) 

10.) They welcomed us really ________ at their house. (warm/ warmly) 

11.) My dog ran ________ as soon as he saw the squirrel. (quick/ quickly) 

12.) It was raining ________ in north east part of India. (heavy/ heavily) 

 

4.) Fill in the blanks with adverbs as indicated: 

1) I have to go to school tomorrow so i have to get up _______. (adverb 
of time) 

 

2) "This is the worst class I've ever taught !" teacher said _________. 
(adverb of manner) 

 

3) There is a man standing _______ my house. (adverb of place) 
 

4) He ______ helps the poor people in need. (adverb of frequency) 

 

5) Kapil is a ________ skilled graphic designer. (adverb of degree) 

6.) I always cross the road _______ in my city. (adverb of manner) 

7.) kids are playing ______ in the playground. (adverb of place) 



8.) The game is going to start ______. (adverb of time) 

9.) _______ is my birthday. (adverb of time) 

10.) I ______ try to help my friends with school projects. (adverb of 
frequency) 

 

ANSWER 

 

1.) Circle the adverbs and tell their kinds: 

1.) My friends thought the cricket game was ended abruptly. 

2.) The beautifully painted painting was sold for $1 million by a 
businessman. 

3.) The vase I bought is very rare and must be handled very delicately. 

4.) It was a very pleasant and delightfully fun evening I spent with my 
friends. 

5.) The teacher firmly punished the students for not doing homework. 

6.) I accidentally stepped on a squirrel and injured it. 

7.) She truthfully answered all the questions in the interview without any 
hesitation. 

8.) Quickly finish this breakfast so we can go to school. 

9.) I always likes to spend time with you. 

10.) I politely told them to keep quiet in the library. 

11.) We are extremely sad to know that our team lost the final. 

12.) He often talks about vishal when we’re together. 

 



2.) Form adverbs: 

1) bad badly 

2) loud loudly 

3) serious seriously 

4) quite quietly 

5) incredible incredibly 

6) slight slightly 

7) warm warmly 

8) happy happily 

9) quick quickly 

10.) careful carefully 

11.) terrible terribly 

12.) warm warmly 

13.) sad sadly 

14.) bad badly 

15.) rapid rapidly 

16.) normal normally 

 

 

3.) Fill in the blanks with suitable adverbs: 

1.) He was walking really carefully on the bridge.  

2.) I ran quickly to the house when it started raining.  



3.) The teacher rubbed his eyes tiredly after teaching for hours.  

4.) He was singing happily until the music stopped.  

5.) Her handwriting is so amazingly beautiful.  

6.) She dressed terribly for the party.  

7.) Vikas plays the Sitar beautifully.  

8.) She answered all the questions very cleverly. 

9.) My mom put the clothes away very tidily. 

10.) They welcomed us really warmly at their house.  

11.) My dog ran quickly as soon as he saw the squirrel. 

12.) It was raining heavily in north east part of India. 
. 

4. Fill in the blanks with adverbs as indicated: 

1.) Early 

2.) Loudly 

3.) Outside 

4.) Always 

5.) Very 

6.) Slowly 

7.) Here 

8.) Now 

9.) Tomorrow 

10.) Always 

 



 


